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SUlMAKTs

It Is suggested that the reoently dlsoovered 2* partioles

have the stress tensor 9 ' and its octet generalisations « ^

aa their aouroes* Coneonuenoee of this lqrpothesis are examined*

» # # » # # • # » # # # # »

• • • * •



1.

§•1 It is an attractive conjecture that the singlet f°(2 ) ,

ourrent may be associated with the energy-momentum tensor 9 •*
i.

the hypothesis of "strong gravitation"* Xf this oonjeoture is

time, the algebra of * .may provide a clue to the struoture

of the strong Hamiltonian^«QolxJd^x« One may sake the further

hypothesis that the remaining members of the 2 nonet are likewise

i *'
associated with a tensor f(1J(i - o(1» o) possessing appropriate

SU(3) transformation properties* In this note we examine how far euoh

a hypothesis oan be Oarried, basing ourselves on a quark model* for

the strong stress-tensor as well as for the structure of the 2 and

other partioles.

§•2 A 2 partlole is deBoribed by a symmetrical, oonaerved, traoeleas

tensor* (Phe conventional stress tensor is symmetric and oonaerved but

not traceless* Also, although it ie easy to find the SU(3) generalisation

6 of a given stress tensor 6 » such generalisations are oonaerved

only in epeolal oiroumstanoes for i / o. The physioal identification

of the 2 ourrents with $ v amst therefore take acoount of this laok of



V'.

conservation as well as of the traoe conditions* However before - .

/ we make this identification, consider the type of sum rule one may ;

obtain in an idealised situation where one assumes the existenoe

of a hypothetical F° with the current J proportional to the

traoeless part of « •

t The most immediate oonsequenoe of the assumption that the F V

ourrent is proportional to the stress tensor is that F° oouples

(2) "
with all particles through their massx '• This oould of oourae be

direotljr tested by comparing decay rates suoh as (F° -» AA)/(F ^s* 22)*

In praotloe since the only relevant decays are into pseudosoalar*

mesons with the effeotive coupling always written as • - ,

*2J7 p (°.) ( P + P ' ^ C P + P 1 ) ^ P ( P ) f("P*)t the test is not a stringent one*

A better plaoe for testing the hypothesis is to oompare 2 ezohange

processes# For example, assuming that F° lies on the Pomeranohuk

trajeotory, we would obtain the relative magnitude of the coupling

constants of F° to mesons (U) and nubleons (N) by oomparing high energy



total oross sections for ' UN and Nff BO at t ©ring. In making any euoh

teat it is quite oruoial that we keep traok of all mass faotors and we

shall therefore present the argument in some detail*

The matrix elements of 4 between.one-partiole states have

been discussed by Fagela* For eoolar states*

v ( o )

For spinor states
. • '

where P » p+p'» q. • P"P( and the boundary values F.(o) - 1t

0.(0) + G_(o) - 1 assure that the diagonal matrix element is -

/ •• 1 00 ' * 2° eooordanoe with our normalisation

convention t

P >(T(p2 - n2 - 2ni.



• • • • \ ' .

In order to fix invariant faotors that ooour in Regge formulas,

we first consider the conventional Feynman diagram for F° exohange with

our oasio assumption that the F vertex equals

- • • * • •

where O/il is a universal faotou by hypothesis* Thus the Born term
' • ' . • . - . : • • ' • ' '

* . i ' . ' . • . ' . . ' .

u • • ' • '. '-I •..••••'

with •

3

I i

For U-U and M-H eoattering, the P^ooa^) terms are

w

*-



w h e r e '! • • •• •",

Aocording to the standard Reggeialng preaoriptions we replaoe g\ /.
t - m£

,. imi(t) .
by i-7^1. ' u ^_ P /+)(oos$t) to obtain the Regge amplitude

ain7ra(t)

for the F° trajeotory* As stated before we here make the further

hypothoBie that thle is the Pomeranohuk trajeotory Itself and will

dominate all hi£h energy alaatlo scattering* 1!/ tha optioal theorem

; in'T « e<r*Otal, wo "get

(5) r

By the faotorisation theorem, thia equals <TU~. /^mr •

In the above, '--- » . a - u ' a

1*
ta

It is cruoial to note that in moat disouaaione the maaa factor 2m.n.

in the denominator of ootd. w a/2mjvu is replaood fey a.univeraal
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length s0 thereby obscuring the significant role played by the

particle masses* In faot our treatment of the hypothetical

would give the general prediction I ^ ,

We shall use a modified version of this formula in Seotion 5
• *

the ootual physioal situation* • . :' .
i.

§•3 In this seotion we derive low-energy theorems for F

production using current algebra methods* (A more general approach

using gauge techniques is described in the appendix)* Our basic

notion is. that the source of the F° Is the strong stress tensor which

is made up of quark fields* This stress tensor does not contain

explicitly the F.° field itself because we assume P° (as well as

other par tide s) to be quark composites. The quaxflc structure of F°,

however} is irrelevant for considerations of this seotion*

For any local operator 0(x) we expeo-fc. that „



It follows therefore that

I

where r .R. must consist of terms oontaining epatial derivatives of .

& -functions as well as of other operatorsv/ and suoh that

*
J r\R (x) d?± - 0. Let J/(y) stand for the w'-moeon field and

r • •

oonsider the produotion process fl""V p-*!^ + n. Our identification

of the P° ourrent vdth * v gives the sum rule,v giv

(8) (.(p-p')2 - M 2] [ k V ] <l)1U(V(p
l,ojp,k)

where conventionally,

(9) MV

. | j / d4x d4y e 1 ^ 1 ^^ (^ - f) < P . |T [^J

r(pf,p) - < P ' ) ^ O ) | p> 2 2
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For a spinless field like (?, all nonoovariant spatial derivative

terns T .R. on the right of (9) oan be dropped* This uses the

ansate of Feynmanf Bjorken and ffauenberg*^', whloh asserts that the

conventional definition (9) for S-matrix amplitudes needs to be

modified by subtracting from-it preoisely the nonoovariant terms

like >rn in order to restore oovorianoe. We are thus left with

(10) [(P-P')2-M2 ] oJfyCpSqjpjk) - - — (k2-i*2) ( P - P ' ^ ^ P ' I P )

A low energy theorem follows when we take derivatives of (10)

at o. - ot keeping the nuoleons on the mass shell i-

(11) (k -|i ) H ̂ (p'jOjp.k) - rj kkyf\p',p)

Relation (11) states that the soft produotion amplitude equals the
•

peripheral contribution^" (o~ exohange). Although we should not

striotly Identify the physical - f with the hypothelioal F for

reasons given in the next section, it is amusing that the produotion

of f° in the collisions considered is almost wholly peripheral* 'at



2 2 *the extrapolated point q • mf.

. §«4 So far we have dieouased a hypothetical P with the exaot

($ } strong as its source* It is an open queation whether a

singlet represented by suoh a particle exists in addition to the known

nonet, or whether F° oari be identified with the singlet.contained

therein* In this seotion we wish to make a suggestion whioh treats all

' • ' ' . -

WV,e members of the nonet on the same footing.
"•!''• ' '

In a Lagrangian quark model where for example* »

. (12) 1 -

the stress tensor has the form

U3) ^

We shall assume that the dominant parts of the 2 nonet current are

obtained from

* J are bilinear in quark fields} If the 2 + partloles contain
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and higher quark oomponents, these are at this stage being oonsldered

small* Observe that the singlet ourrent, V 6 $ ° • * - fe_ L^** ^

where d is the full stress.tensor* Xt is important to note that

none of the (L is oonserved except in the oaee that the quarks are

free* Thus for L. . given above,xn v

This laok of oonservation oould mean that in general 0 may hove

< • ' " •

' assoolated 1" and 0 states. It is possible to show that suoh

states possess no propagation oharaoter using methods analogous to

those of Deser, Trubateh end Trubatchx</,

the quark oommutation rulef

(15) •tf£*0-ar0)[»i1/Wr

it is straightforward to derive the equal time commutation rule,
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]• *

,'.

+ possible Sohwinger terms*

Here r ^ - , (gy(1 - e w y e r^ ' io «on-eovariant.

Once again let us apply the commutator to the paeudogoalar

mesons assuming for simplicity that their fields are represented "by

jjM mfr^i'^. Dropping all nonroovariant terms (THj, the oommutator

simplifies to ' •



,
.' fa)'] ' '.:

+ 2h

The last term in corresponding to 1*"* entities distinguishes one

*
theory from another) it would vanish for' no quart interaction Lagrangian*

t

The terms proportional to f", • i^tf(.^v1Tip ore however present in

. all oases and may correspond to a possible J\ •, -I*** ootet

(<^f^ = o) | this might inolude the B partiole if it exists*

Sandwiching (17J between nuoleon states, we obtain the oovariant

Ward-Takahashl-like identity,

)

•f 1 contributions from L. .»
in*
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Here r corresponds to the 1 "charge" form faotor in

\ . i ' ' •

that < p« |*J} (o)| p > - ( P + P % A P S P ) "[(P-P1)2-*2 ] " / • • , A low

energy-theorem (for the case when quark L.. « o) follows V taking

the limit q, -+ o in (10) • \

5
k2

k 2 • - m 2

Onoe again the derivation of (19) is eubjeot to aaibiguities inherent

in the ourrent algebra teohnique whioh have "been noted in the appendix*

As it stands (19) states that the amplitude is described purely "by the

peripheral diagrams (0 and . 1 exchange) with the appropriate d and

*

f couplings at the 2 meson vertices of the 0 and 1 partioles*

Without having full data on 2 produotion and its full analysis in
* •

terms of invariant amplitudes, it is of courae impossible to say if (18)-

and (19) are likely to moke any experimental sense and what the form of

L. , should be - even whether it exists or not* It is however noteworthylnt

that all 2 partioles are produoed peripherally as remarked previously

and further that the decay* of the 2 nonet single out the SU(3) invariant
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vertex* ' d " 1Tq><p • from the three possible ones* We may therefore

provisionally oonolude that the (abnormal G) spin one entities 1 and

1 oouple weakly to the nuoleons* .

(o) ±
Commutators of other ourrentsw/ with the new current £ _

should provide new sum rules* For instance taken with the veotor current
«

0 ° will relate photoproduotion amplitudes to veotor form faotors*

Even for pions one oould perform more sophisticated oaloulations by using

the P.CA.C. hypothesis and evaluating [ a^ * A ^ .]»'

S»5 In section 4 we ^aVQ treated the entire nonet of 2 partioles

on the same basis* None of their currents as defined in (14) is conserved,

exoept if the quarks are free* ,It is oommonly supposed in most quark

calculations that the dominant effeot of quark interaction Lagrangian

is a mass renormalization. Assuming this, we may make the hypothesis

that in 6 the m'e which appear stand for the 'effective' quark masses

i ? "
and that 3 . are conserved to the extent'that this mass renormalisation

takes account of I*^, We believe this is the picture whioh is most likely

to approximate to the physioal situation* The diagonal matrix elements of
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0 y In particular are now proportional to the effeotlve quark base

oontent of the physical partiolee oonoerned* Thuo relation (6) in

, this interpretation reads -

CD effeotive

where n, is the number of quarks making up

The speoial oase
, * t f\\

w o is a result oommon to all quark models*
ZIDT

An alternative model to the above could be to separate the singlet

from the ootetj to suppose that the singlet is indeed the hypothetical F

of seotion 2 with the full stress tensor as its ourrent* (This model would

oertalnly possess more exoiting cosmologioal consequences}* The remaining

octet, of currents are then systematically derived by the following

construction* Extend the ordinary field displacement by kaing the

variation
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The ohange In Lagrange density

oan in general be written as a oum of a gradient tern V , d L plus

a term X ui V where V has non-vanishing ourl# Then define

Clearly i «• o gives the conventional stress tensor* Also

in (12J, V^ - h p T ^

The modifications to be expeoted in (16J and (17J are trivially obtainod

since they only affeot the Interaction term h. Beoause the oonoluslons

following upon (18) and (19) are unaltered we shall not discuss this

situation any further. •
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APPENDIX.

To obtain the low energy theorems we employ the gauge method

developed by Just and Rossberg^ ' for the gravitational oase«* '

This gives Green's funotion expressions for soft graviton emission

in processes involving any number of other (e.g. strongly interacting) -

. partioles. Our basio idea is to regard the tensor ourrent fd '

whioh is the source of gravitons in the weak-field-approximation

as also the source of the F° i.e. '•

(22) (n H

where O/M denotes a strong coupling constant. The ourrent 4^ does

not oontain the gravitational field and is therefore conserved up

to higher order terms in the gravitational constant f.

Underlying our application of this method is the idea that *

is made up entirely of quark fields The phenomenological fields

4

p t (ij f f u t which characterize the observed pions, nucleona, f-

mesons,.... do not enter* We shall assume, however, that these fields

transform in the usual local fashion under the general ooordinate

. t

transformations of the gravitational gauge group* That is, under the



infinitesimal transformation1,

for whioh the gravitational tensor h „ "transforma as

we have aooordlng to Juot and Roeaberg/ '

(23) . • '" P -

- X 0*
4 Pv P

V

(Note that the transformation (21J in the text for 1 •• o la the special

of (23) when V is independent of x)»

In these expression we are using g to denote the Uinkowskian metrio

tensor( dtog (+ - - - )• The gravitational field h ie defined in

wv
terms of the paeudotonsor A by •
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The Green's function for the process of interest,

(24) • < T

is approaohed by oonsidering the behaviour under a speoial olasa of

gauge tranafonnations of the graviat6n-''funotion ' -

< 2? ty<x>?(xMB> \v^^ > 0
• •

Following Just and Rossberg^11' we suppose that "X (x) is an operator

valued function satisfying the oonditions

> o •• ,0

We require, moreover, the existence of a "landau" gauge wherein
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and,

[X(x> ^ L<y>] -

Finally we require that

These conditions are disousaed in detail in ref, (11)*

Following a proooduro devised by Evana* Feldtaon and Matthews^

whioh applies this gauge transformation to the Landau gauge Green'e

function* and oanoels from both sides the faotor B Aq) - whioh is

non-singular by hypothesis - we arrive at a Ward-Takahaehi like

r&lation valid for all gauges oonneoted by the above transformations

with the Landau gauge* The result is .
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(25) 2 ^ ^ y .

s(p-q) [(p-a)u - I <r o ] s"1(p)

where S(p) and A(kJ denote respectively the nuoleon and meson propagators
* i

find T (P'»PJ the tneson-nuoleon vertex function*

To obtain a low-energy theorem it is neoeaeary to differentiate

this expression with respeot to q, and take the limit q ~* o» Thus

(26) 2M(jy(p'o;plc) -

•A [r5(pSp)s(P) ] s"
1ip)

Unfortunately this result "booomoo singular if any of the
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. partioles aro put on their mass-shells* This is of oourse not

(12)unoxpeoted slnoe the unphysioal infra-redx ' limit <L "̂  o brings

one up against the pole terms*

But even disregarding the singularity, the origin of the faot

that our result differs from the one previously obtained using naive

ourrent algebra methods is not diffioult to traoe. Baoh term In our

expression (25) has a factor s"* (p')v. S™ (p) or '&" Ik) whioh vaniohoo

when the relevant partiole Is put onto Its masa-eVi'jll provided q. 4 o«

These terms remain finite if q - o. This means that the limiting prooess

2 2

q.-> o and k -+ {i (aayj is ambiguous» the result depending on the

order lrr^bioh the two limits are taken (This has been strongly emphasised

by Raman and Sudarshan^ '/

In the absenoe of any deeper theoretical understanding of this

ambiguity we oan only choose the method which leads to the least

implausible result* Since, because of energy-momentum conservation,

wo shall have to keep at least one of the masses unphysioalt either

2 2 2
p • a, p< • u or k - t, it appears to us that the reasonable

course la to set k 2 - t since t is muoh nearer to ji2 than either
8 or u is to
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m for the prooeBS of interoot* Thus if we take the limit q,-* o after

2 2 2
setting p - p( » m , we reoover the reeult given in the text* ' ,

] • • •
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